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Complacent, self-made millionaire Scott Northwood wakes up one morning to find he's been
presented the opportunity to extend the lives of people who are going to die just if they are in
the verge of achieving something important. But there is a catch--he must shorten his very
own lifespan by an comparative amount of time. Complicating matters, he falls deeply in
appreciate. Scott plunges right into a moral and psychological maelstrom as his desire to live
out his personal comfortable life collides with a growing feeling of obligation to transfer time
to others who are clearly more deserving.
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Greater love does not have any one than this: to lay out one's life for your friends. I in the
beginning purchased it due to the fact as per it's description, it takes place in a general
location of where I would like to move to, so I was hoping the tale would include plenty of
fleshed-out description of the area and any other details. tidbits that may inform me of the
spot. I also am drawn to fantasy and mystical genres, so this hint of what this tale may be
about, drew me in. Personally i think like I got a lot more than I was expecting! A lovely story
that truly does cause you to want to strive to become an ever-better person! Amazed that it is
a "first" novel! Dave writes like an old pro! I'm going to be recommending this publication to all
my close friends. Great read! Would like to see this made into a movie!! Great book! A soulful,
deeply moving read.Candice Curtis A poignant and heartfelt story This is an excellent story
that captures the human spirit at its very best.. A beautifully poignant and heartfelt tale of a
metaphysical "what if?" that we've all experienced in those situations of wanting to help
someone in need, in any way possible.Recommended reading. Human being character is
cleverly made a huge personality in this novel with all its ugly blemishes on screen, but by the
end, "EASILY Could Give You a Day time", drags it from its selfish roots and elevates it to a
profoundly spiritual host to empathy and sacrifice. with well drawn heroes that talks about
questions of love, life and sacrifice A compelling story with well drawn characters that looks at
questions of love, existence and sacrifice. Clever premise with excellent characterizations and
the interest of local Pacific Northwest areas . I really enjoyed the way the story pulled me
along to find what happened next.. Clever premise with excellent characterizations and the
interest of local Pacific Northwest areas and attitudes apparent throughout.. If you are looking
for a heart warming story that is it. ... And there is a dog, too! The characters were engaging
and I wouldn't mind seeing more of them in other books.We loved this story I loved this tale,
couldn't put it straight down! - Jesus of Nazareth I enjoyed this story and it's thought
provoking twists I enjoyed this story and it's thought provoking twists. I will read this again.
Great character development with many interesting concepts that open up questions for all of
us. It's pace is add up to the slow and thoughtful walks the main character takes between the
misty woods and you could feel the author's hand around your shoulders as he manuals you
from one emotional moment to another. I must say i loved this book I must say i loved this
book. The book moved along properly, and I looked ahead to choosing it up to read. This
would not merely be a great book club pick, but would make an excellent movie.. I agree, this
might make a great movie! The tale would make an excellent movie.! Is an interesting and
emotional book! Would make a great gift book! Five Stars Love, redemption, dogs and the
Pacific Northwest--four of my favorite items! It touches on compassion, kindness and leaves
you with the necessity to examine your own existence and how to build relationships others in
a far more meaningful way.
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